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Smart Myer system for smart homes has the capacity to save and play various codes 

for IR and RF remote controls. That is, you can save unlimited number of remote controls 

and their buttons on your application without any need to purchase extra hardware for a 

space with a controlling module, and use it anytime anywhere. The common home appliances 

such as television, setup box, various audio systems or heating/cooling systems share the same 

space; all can be controlled together due to the presence of strong 360-degree players. Slave is a 

controlling module, which can be placed everywhere in your home since it is small, portable and has a 

removable battery. Furthermore, slave can extend it communication network for big or multistore 

projects. It has a digital temperature and humidity sensor, which lets you to observe the temperature and 

humidity of the room and use control logics. For instance, through some simple setting, the user can write 

scenarios so that by just pressing a button, the lights will be off for watching movie, television will be on and 

other orders are automatically sent to the audiovisual systems.
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Go to Device       and click on the Master 
icon          that is green.

Adding hardware subscriptions to your master 
must be done when you are connected to the master 

through the local network.
Clicking on the master will go to the next page where you 

will see the hardware added to Master.
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On this page, you will see the list of all 
master sub-categories from feedback 

switches to sensors...
If you have just launched the master, this list is 

empty and you should add the parts by clicking on 
the + in the middle of the page.
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Click the slave icon in the top menu. 01
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01By clicking the slave shape on the Add 
Device page, you will be logged in.

First, use a sharp object and insert it into the reset of 
the slave and hold it for a few seconds, take the slave 

into learning mode, in this case it starts ashing, click 
the scan key until the master Identify and add slave.
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